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Dornbirn makes you long for summer!
Summer in Dornbirn has an appealing range of experiences on offer – modern,
close to nature and tranquil, all at once.
The urban dolce vita
During the warm season, Dornbirn’s market square presents itself as an enchanting
backdrop. On market days, visitors stroll past regional delicacies from local producers
and enjoy a glass of Prosecco or a cup of coffee at a cosy spot while watching the hustle
and bustle of the market square.
Wanderlust & bike tours
The view of the surrounding mountain landscape alone gives you an idea of the wealth of
experiences here. The cable car “Karrenseilbahn” takes you up Dornbirn’s local mountain
in no time at all. The panorama restaurant there doesn’t just offer great cuisine, but also
a unique view of Lake Constance and the Swiss mountains. The Bödele alpine area in
Dornbirn can be reached in just a few minutes and is the starting point for many leisurely
and more challenging hikes. If you like adventure, the mighty rock formations in the
Rappenloch Gorge will really impress you – it’s one of the largest gorges in Central
Europe.
Dornbirn also invites you to explore the city by bike. Numerous well-signposted cycle
paths take you to the Dornbirner Ried marshlands, Lake Constance or the Bregenz
Forest.
Bathing fun included
Take a dive at the heart of these beautiful surroundings! The Waldbad Enz outdoor pool
complex guarantees bathing fun for the whole family. 65-metre slide, sports pool, diving
board, adventure playground – all in the midst of the pleasantly fresh forest air. The
Dornbirner Ache stream is also very popular with lovers of wild swimming against a
romantic backdrop.
Not for indoor types– even in bad weather
Even when the summer weather takes a break, Dornbirn has plenty to offer and comes
up trumps with an indoor swimming pool with wellness area and tube slide with highly
modern architecture. The bouldering and climbing hall, Highmatrausch trampoline park
and Spielfabrik indoor playground give young and old action fans their money’s worth.
A wide range of cultural activities
City museum, Kunstraum exhibition space, Vorarlberg Architecture Institute, Flatz
Museum, inatura, Rolls-Royce Museum, Kulturhaus, Spielboden or Conrad Sohm
nightclub – when it comes to art and culture, Dornbirn is right up there with the rest.
Whether you plan to visit a museum, theatre or attend a concert, Dornbirn’s cultural
institutions are guaranteed to please every guest.
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A culinary treat
Whether hearty meals at lofty heights, regional delicacies in the midst of idyllic nature or
fine meals in the gardens of the city centre, the gastronomic scene in Dornbirn is sure to
excite the gourmet in everyone. Fine regional and international cuisine, coupled with
excellent hospitality, make a visit to one of Dornbirn’s gastronomic establishments a
unique experience.
Summer in Dornbirn awaits its guests with an extensive variety of experiences,
unparalleled in every regard.

